The flexible worker’s guide to
malicious digital traffic
Even in today’s era of advanced technology, there are still many
cyberthreats that the most intelligent cybersecurity software cannot
intercept. IT teams depend on cyber-savvy, eagle-eyed colleagues to
detect malicious digital traffic and consequently prevent a devasting
attack, infection or data breach. Get up to speed with 7 internet-based
threats where employee vigilance and best practice can be the best
form of defence.

SMISHING
Smishing involves sending a text message
with malicious intent. Often impersonating
governments, banks, or service providers,
smishing tricks recipients into clicking an unsafe
link. This link may ask for personal or financial
information or install malware on a device.
Smishing is a growing threat due to the increased use of mobile devices for business
and the more casual nature of their use – we open 20% of emails versus 98% of texts.

CONSIDER THIS...
A smishing message posing as the Government informs you that you
have broken the law and have been fined. A link to make payment installs
malware when clicked, which harvests confidential company data stored on
your device.

DIFFUSE THE THREAT

Never mix personal
and business
devices

Save data and files
to an encrypted
cloud

Speak to K3 to achieve safer, smoother flexible working.

t: 0844 579 0800

Ensure that
cybersecurity is
installed on work
mobile devices

w: www.k3msp.com

WEBSITE SPOOFING
MyWebsite

Website spoofing happens when a
malicious website looks legitimate –
imitating domains and login pages
with the genuine site’s interface and
branding. Cybercriminals use spoofed
websites to capture sensitive or financial
data without visitors realising they’re
doing anything out of the ordinary.

MyWebsite.fake.com

Username
Password
Login

Website spoofing is not a hacked website or malvertising (when malicious ads hijack
trusted sites), and due to its “mirror image” technique, can be very difficult to identify.

CONSIDER THIS...
You receive an email warning of failed login attempts to your Zoom account.
Worried about being hacked, you click the link to what looks like the Zoom
password reset page. However, the page is a spoofed website which steals
your data and can now access your calls undetected.

DIFFUSE THE THREAT

WWW

Take 10 before
making snap
decisions

?

Check email
addresses and URLs
extremely carefully

Speak to K3 to achieve safer, smoother flexible working.

t: 0844 579 0800

Dear Customer:

Be wary of careless
typos or generic
greetings

w: www.k3msp.com

VISHING

Your Bank

Voice phishing – vishing – involves criminals
impersonating reputable agents such as internet
providers or business suppliers, and putting
pressure on whoever answers to follow through
on a request – such as making a “late” payment
or permitting remote access to a laptop.

With large numbers working from home during the pandemic, vishers are exploiting the
elements of isolation and worry to ramp up attacks.

CONSIDER THIS...
You are contacted by an IT provider advising that your laptop operating system
is missing a security patch. You download remote access software so that
engineers can fix the issue. You inadvertently allow spyware to be installed
which monitors your every move on and offline.

DIFFUSE THE THREAT

Hang up
immediately – these
requests are not
best practice

Call back on a
confirmed phone
number

Speak to K3 to achieve safer, smoother flexible working.

t: 0844 579 0800

Use a different
phone if possible,
as lines can be
held open

w: www.k3msp.com

DEEPFAKE VOICEMAILS
These extensively researched and highly sophisticated
attacks are fake voicemails that imitate the voice of a
senior figure - everything from the tone, pronunciation,
phrasing and vocabulary quirks. In the voicemail, an
urgent request will be made, usually involving money.
The high-tech tactic is increasing and has already
resulted in six figure financial theft from several
businesses.

CONSIDER THIS...
Your boss is away and leaves a voicemail asking you to set up a new supplier
payee, and to send a large payment. Unable to speak to your boss face-toface and not wanting to slow down the supplier, you make the transfer. It is
only when your boss returns that you realise the request was fraudulent.

DIFFUSE THE THREAT

Follow procedures
precisely, even if
it’s a senior figure
asking

Refresh your fraud
training to help pick
up on clues

Speak to K3 to achieve safer, smoother flexible working.

t: 0844 579 0800

Install screening
software on all work
devices

w: www.k3msp.com

MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE
MitM attacks happen when
cybercriminals intercept web traffic
between two parties. They do this by
hacking WiFi or creating a fraudulent
WiFi network in the same location,
allowing data passing between the
network and a connected device to
be harvested.
MitM attacks typically involve public WiFi, but following the rise in home working,
lesser-protected home WiFi routers are being targeted.

CONSIDER THIS...
You log on to your work laptop at home but don’t automatically connect to WiFi
as usual. Thinking nothing of it, you connect to the top suggested network
resembling your router’s name. Shortly afterwards, you find that the web app
you were using to manage a project has been wiped, and you realise your
connection was hijacked.

DIFFUSE THE THREAT

VPN
Always use a VPN
to access corporate
networks

RESET

Check the router
you’re connecting to
every time, even if it
looks familiar

Speak to K3 to achieve safer, smoother flexible working.

t: 0844 579 0800

Reset your WiFi
router password
regularly

w: www.k3msp.com

PHISHING

Email

Phishing involves sending a fraudulent email
that aims to extort sensitive information
or payment or infect IT systems with the
intention of financial gain. Phishing emails
are typically disguised as trustworthy sources
or everyday occurrences.

An average of 30% of phishing emails make it past filtering software, and
approximately half of all phishing emails contain malware.

CONSIDER THIS...
You receive an email that appears from somebody in the company asking
you to read a health and safety update. You open the PDF attachment, which
downloads ransomware, locking everybody out from the corporate network.
IT operations are halted until a sizeable ransom is paid.

DIFFUSE THE THREAT

WWW

?

Double check
sending domains

Link
www.fakelink.com

Watch for poor
spelling, grammar
and tone

Speak to K3 to achieve safer, smoother flexible working.

t: 0844 579 0800

Never click links
or download
attachments - hover
over links to inspect
URLs

w: www.k3msp.com

WHALING

Your Boss

Whaling, often referred to as “the CEO scam”
is a more sophisticated variant of phishing
whereby cybercriminals pose as senior figures in
an attempt to bypass procedures. This involves
requests to make payments, change bank details
or set up new payees.

The most concerning aspect of whaling is its accuracy. Fraudsters hack email accounts
weeks in advance, gathering context and learning communication styles to go
undetected when impersonating a senior figure.

CONSIDER THIS...
You receive a typically casual email from your boss. They say they’re unable
to make a payment because they’re at their son’s birthday party (which you
know to be true), provide you the details and ask you to pay. Despite breaking
procedure, you fulfil the request because you trust your boss. However, you
have actually paid fraudsters.

DIFFUSE THE THREAT

!
Follow procedure,
regardless of who is
asking

Use spot-testing
software to remain
alert and vigilant

Speak to K3 to achieve safer, smoother flexible working.

t: 0844 579 0800

Report when email
requests break a
best practice code

w: www.k3msp.com

4 STEPS FOR HANDLING ANY
INTERNET-BASED THREAT

STOP AND THINK

Challenge if money or data capture is involved, or if something doesn’t feel
right. It is correct to refuse or ignore requests or directions that make you feel
uncomfortable.

ANALYSE

Start with spelling, grammar, subject lines, URLs and security certificates, then
analyse the request – does it ask for personal or financial information, is it in line
with best practices, is it how the sender would usually communicate?

CHECK

Never click but check online for scams resembling the message you’ve received
or website you appear to be on.

REPORT

Log suspicious digital traffic with your IT team, who will report scams to
relevant bodies such as the Government or National Cybersecurity Centre and
distribute a warning.

And remember, if you have the smallest doubt, DO NOT respond, click on links,
download attachments or call a number in an email, text or link.

Speak to K3 to achieve safer, smoother flexible working.

t: 0844 579 0800

w: www.k3msp.com

